
ELAN HEADRESTS 

 Take head support to the next level with the award winning Matrx Elan Headrest 
series by Motion Concepts. The compact, lightweight and highly adjustable 

options provide head and neck support to Matrx back supports.  

ELAN HEADREST HARDWARE 

 

 Elegant - clean, compact, streamlined aesthetics 

 Adjustable - six points of adjustment provide infinite positioning opportunities to meet user needs, 

including a swing away function to assist with transfers 

 Easy - single tool set-up. Optional tool-less adjustment levers make it easy to change the position 

of the headrest to meet individual's needs 

 Reliable - multi-disk locking provides superior holding strength 

 

ELAN HEADREST PADS  

 

 Comfortable - dual density foam provides immersion, prevents bottoming out 

 Protecting - moulded foam surrounds backing plates, easily removed for modification, made with 

Ultra-fresh antimicrobial additive and finished with a removable Startex cover 

 Lightweight - 45% lighter than competitive headrest pads 

 Versatile - range of styles and sizes, aluminium plates can be formed to desired shape 
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Multi-Axis Hardware: 
 

 Depth and height adjustable through horizontal slide bar 

 Dual pivot ball for pad orientation 

 Product Code: MAHU 

 

Matrx Elan Hardware: 
 

 Infinitely adjustable through pivot ball and  

       multi-disk locking plates 

 Standard vertical post 15” 

 Product code: MEHW 

 

Matrx Elan Mini Hardware: 
 

 Infinitely adjustable through pivot ball and  

      multi-disk locking plates 

 Mini vertical post 11” 

 Product code: MEMH 

ELAN HEADREST HARDWARE OPTIONS 

ELAN HEADREST PAD OPTIONS 

Matrx Elan Standard Pad: 
 

 Ellipse-shaped pads for posterior and lateral support 

 Can be moulded to fit the shape of the user’s head 

 Available in 3 sizes: 6” x 3.5”, 10” x 5”, 14” x 5”  

 Product code: ESP6, ESP10, ESP14 

 

 

Matrx Elan Occipital Pad: 
 

 Provides targeted support to the occipital and  

 sub-occipital areas of the head 

 Available in 2 sizes: 9” x 7”, 12” x 8” 

 Product code: EOP9, EOP12 

 

 

Matrx 4 Point Pad: 
 

 Provides four points of support to the occipital and 

temporal areas of the head for optimum positioning 

 Carefully constructed to fit around the ears 

 Available in 1 size: 11” x 10” 

 Product code: E4POINT 

Matrx Elan Hardware can be retro-fitted to Matrx receivers and are 
compatible with a number of other headrest receivers on the market  


